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WALL SYSTEM

GULLY
TYPICAL ISOMETRICS & SECTIONS

GULLY

WSP047 PANEL

The GULLY wall panel system is an
economical exterior system with a progressive
installation and interlocking panels. The
panels are locked together on four sides
with hidden fasteners. The system is typically
used when a flat, wide look is desired. The
thin gauge material offers low material and
installation costs.

FEATURES
■■ Thin gauge aluminum or zinc
■■ Progressive installation
■■ Interlocking panel system

BENEFITS

FIRE RATING

ALUMINUM

ZINC

■■ Most economical option for exterior systems

All metal wall panels and associated suspension
systems are made entirely of noncombustible
materials and meet all known code requirements.

Material to comply with ASTM B 209, alloy and
temper recommended by aluminum producer and
finish requested, with strength and durability equal
to or greater than the properties of the 3003-H14
for painted or laminated finishes and 5005-H14/32
for anodized finish.

Material to comply with ASTM B 949, zinc and
zinc alloy recommended by mill producer for the
finish selected. Panel thickness to be chosen so
deflection does not exceed L/175.

Thickness: 0.032” to 0.060”

Thickness: 0.032” to 0.060”

■■ Good drainage
■■ Secure, reliable system
■■ Flexible in design
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WALL SYSTEM GULLY
COLORS & FINISHES
A wide variety of colors and finishes are available. Options shown below are for illustration purposes
only. Custom finishes are available on request. Minimum orders and associated lead times may apply
to custom options.

ALUMINUM

Anodized

Brushed

Polyester
powder coat

Pre-painted or
post-painted

Duranar or Kynar

Maple

Chestnut

White Birch

Walnut

Enamel paint

WOOD FINISHES

Cherry
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